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the First Wisconsin dairy to install
the lwr system is honored with
WISCONSIN FAMILY BUSINESS OF THE YEAR AWARD
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
brillion, wi (may 19, 2016) – It isn’t every day that a third generation dairy farmer decides to up and

move their entire operation to a new country and not just succeed, but thrive and expand. That is
exactly what Gordon and Cathy Speirs did in 2003. Not only did they move from Canada to the United
States, they moved to the Dairy State, where standards are high and competition, fierce.
Gordon’s grandfather, Harvey Speirs, began his small dairy operation in Saskatchewan, Canada, in the
1930s. Over the years, the farm moved twice, always looking for opportunities to expand the operation
and become more profitable. As Gordon and Cathy took over the farm, and their family grew, their
three children helped with milking, tending crops and performing maintenance.
The decision to move the entire operation to Brillion, Wisconsin, in 2003 involved relocating animals and
equipment, as well as obtaining permits, building a new dairy facility, and establishing relationships with
veterinarians, bankers, and fellow herdsmen. Today, just over a dozen years later, Shiloh Dairy has
grown to be one of the most successful single location dairies in Wisconsin.
“It was always important for us to get our kids involved in farming.” Says Gordon “It is our way of life,
and no matter what they would go on to do as adults, we knew that we wanted to teach them
responsibility and show them the rewards of growing up and working on a dairy farm.” He adds.
Today, Gordon is the farm’s general manager, and president of the Wisconsin Dairy Business
Association. Cathy is the farm’s manager of maternity, baby calves and genetics. She also shares her
successes in calf genetics at speaking engagements in the U.S. and abroad. Sons Travis and Tyler, the
fourth generation, both have management roles in running the farm.
When they moved to Wisconsin, the Speirs intended to start milking 600 cows, and hoped to one day
grow that number to 1,200. Today, Shiloh Dairy milks 2,100 cows, raises all young stock onsite, and
cares for 4,450 animals in total. The Speirs family searches out innovative methods in every aspect of
their operation, and is known for being the first dairy in the state of Wisconsin to install the LWR
Manure Treatment System. They host visitors from around the world who come to observe the
advanced technology and protocols the farm has established.
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“We consider Shiloh Dairy as one of our Legacy Clients.” says LWR President Ross Thurston. “They are
true innovators who took a risk by investing in a new technology that they believed would help protect
their family farm for years to come. Because of their leap of faith, they have helped other dairies - not
only in Wisconsin, but throughout the US - see the results of sustainably managing manure in a different
way. They are leaders in their industry, and are very deserving of this recognition. “
“The panel of judges was impressed by the four generations of this family business, and their successful
transition not only in moving to a new country but in growing their business more than three-fold, and
becoming a leader in the industry.” Says Neil Fauerbach, of Smith & Gesteland LLP, founding sponsor of
the Wisconsin Family Business of the Year Award.
The awards ceremony was held on May 14, 2016 at the New Edgewater Hotel in Madison.

3 generations from the right Arnold Speirs, Gordon and Cathy Speirs and their sons Travis and Tyler
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About the Wisconsin Family Business Awards
The Wisconsin Family Business Awards celebrate the accomplishments and the impact that familyowned businesses have on Wisconsin communities. Since the beginning of the program, the awards
have recognized businesses including department stores, lumber yards, funeral homes, grocery stores,
coffee shops, auto dealers, and construction companies. Businesses as small as two employees to as
large as 6000 employees have been nominated. Any business that represents what we think of as a
family business is eligible. To learn more about the Wisconsin Family Business Awards, visit
http://familybusinessaward.com

About LWR
LWR is a North American water treatment company focused on providing dairy, hog, and anaerobic
digester operations with sustainable and cost effective manure treatment technology. With systems
installed and operating throughout Canada and the US, the innovative technology has been awarded
patents in Canada, New Zealand, and Russia, and is patent pending in five other countries around the
world. The LWR System can significantly assist drought affected areas as it can recycle up to 75% clean,
potable water from manure. The System also concentrates phosphorus, ammonia, potash, and nitrogen,
allowing every part of the manure to be reused as a valuable output. LWR will be exhibiting at World
Pork Expo in Des Moines, Iowa from June 8-10, 2016.
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